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Abstract:

Introduction: Diagnosis of sudden cardiac arrest in an injured person and taking quick actions to restore vital functions is a critical point of pre-hospital care, carried out not only by medical personnel in civilian, but also in water rescue conditions.

Aim: The purpose of the study is to identify spirometry and cardiopulmonary indices that influence rescue actions at the level of respiratory muscle fatigue, and may have potential impact on the effectiveness and quality of the rescue operation.

Material and methods: The study involved 48 male uniformed soldiers with permission to perform water rescue as part of a training programme regarding tactical activities. Spirometry and cardiopulmonary resuscitation tests were performed before and after lifesaving water tests. The quality of respiratory muscle fatigue at rest and in the condition of fatigue was compared. The recording instrument was the portable Micro Loop spirometer and Ambu Defib Trainer W (Wireless).

Results: The respiratory parameters that may affect the quality and effectiveness of rescue water tests in the area of speed and intensity are: peak exhaust flow, maximal ventilation index, ventilation volume per minute, ventilation rate and maximal respiratory pressure.

Conclusion: The most important spirometric and cardiopulmonary parameters identifying respiratory muscle fatigue level of are: VmV, FEV, FVC, PEF, FEV0 FEV3, which total as much as 12.26% of all parameters taken into account, and their improvement may be associated with better rescue performance, both in qualitative and quantitative terms.

Introduction

the quality and effectiveness of rescue operations in water is important, especially within the context of published studies in which data indicate that the main cause of accidental death in the world regards accidents related to water incidents and drowning [1]. Drowning accidents constitute one of the major public health problems. According to an estimate by the World Health Organization (WHO), approximately 400,000 people worldwide die
annually for this reason, which accounts for 7% of all deaths as a result of accidents [2].

The degree of fatigue depends on the level of effort and training of the subjects. During long-term efforts of high or maximum intensity, symptoms of muscle fatigue intensify and may be observed even several days after exercise completion. Scientists claim that fatigue of the respiratory muscles is the cause of decreased exercise capacity even in well-trained athletes [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. In the research by scientists, it has been proven that the introduction of respiratory muscle training into everyday life improves chest expansion, forced vital capacity (FVC), maximum voluntary ventilation (MVV), maximum inspiratory pressure (MIP), maximum expiratory pressure (MEP), and increased values of VE, which correspond to improvement in the endurance and strength of the respiratory muscles. Muscle fatigue can be measured by assessing the differences between the amount of MIP in pre- and post-exercise measurements. After the introduction of this solution, the young swimmers described in one study achieved better results than competitors who trained without the use of SpiroTiger training of the respiratory muscles [3, 8, 9, 10, 11].

Gaps in studies and scientific literature concerning assessment of the quality and effectiveness of rescue operations in water within the aspect of respiratory muscle fatigue, indicate a need to explore this subject. Research conducted by various authors shows that the essence is the impact of CPR procedure quality and the effectiveness of individual elements of the rescue operation on the survival of people who are helped [12, 13, 14]. Therefore, the main objective of this study is to try to determine spirometric and cardiopulmonary indices identifying the level of respiratory muscle fatigue, which may have potential impact on the effectiveness and quality of water rescue operations. In the study, an attempt is also made to identify parameters of CPR, in accordance to the requirements of the 2015 ERC Guidelines for Resuscitation, which deteriorate due to fatigue caused by the rescue action.

Materials and methods

Study group

A total of 48 healthy men with qualifications in the field of water rescue given by the Ministry of the Interior and Administration (MSWiA), including:
- 15 professional Volunteer Water Rescuers (WOPR),
- 17 professional soldiers from the GROM special combat unit - water section,
- and 16 officers of the Central Counter-Terrorist Police Unit (BOA).

The inclusion criterion for candidates in the research project was completion of a qualified pre-medical aid (KPP) course or its recertification within three years prior to the study. Participation in the research was voluntary and selfless. The research project was submitted and approved by the Department of Water Sports of the University of Physical Education in Kraków, respecting the ethical principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. Each participant agreed to provide the necessary data for research tasks in this area.

Research methods

The research method applied in the work was an experiment using the one group technique. In order to solve the research problem, variables were defined, which were selected in accordance with the issues of the work.
- The dependent variable was the effectiveness of rescue operations.
- The independent variable was the controlled level of respiratory muscle fatigue.

Applied tests:
- a pre-test under conditions of rest,
- and post-test under conditions of fatigue,
  allowed to track changes occurring within the value of the dependent variable under the influence of fatigue.

Tools and research techniques were selected and necessary calculations of the level of appropriate indices were performed.

In order to identify spirometric indices determining the level of respiratory muscle fatigue, the Micro Loop wireless diagnostic spirometer was used together with the dedicated PC Spirometry Software and diagnostic equipment (reusable adapter, disposable mouthpieces, nose clip, connection to a laptop computer).

The quality of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) procedures was assessed using the Ambu Defib Trainer Wireless phantom connected to a computer containing Ambu CPR Software, which allowed for the recording of all CPR effectiveness parameters.

The study participants also completed a questionnaire, which included enquiries regarding information on: age, height and body mass, degree and professional specialisation, date of obtaining rescue licenses and the passage of time since the last training course in the area of first-aid (KPP). The obtained data made it possible to calculate body mass index (BMI), as well as to verify rescue qualifications obtained by the subjects in various years, field units and at various training sessions held by the Ministry of Interior and Administration.

Course of research

The study was divided into two parts. Each part of the study covered a different day and was performed in the order of the tests day-by-day. The entire research
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The project was carried out at the Znamierowice - Zalzé Water Sports Centre of the University of Physical Education in Kraków (2018). The research was performed from May to August, on windless days (the acceptable wind scale was 1-2 degrees on the Beaufort scale), while the air temperature was from 20–26ºC and the water temperature 22–24ºC.

After completing the questionnaire, the subjects participated in the first part of the study, which included two tests on a Micro Loop diagnostic spirometer.

- **Test 1** - spirometry test under conditions of rest, measurement of maximal inspiratory pressure (MIP), which was expressed by the force generated by muscles during a short, static contraction, with the airflow closed in the airways. A maximum of 15 and a minimum of 10 breaths were taken, of which the three highest measurements were defined as the maximum.

- **Test 2** - spirometry test, measurement of maximal inspiratory pressure (MIP) in fatigue conditions, performed immediately after the completion of a specialised rescue task.

The specialised rescue task included covering a distance of 400 m, freestyle. The pass criterion was obtaining a time lower than 8 minutes. The measurement was performed with a CASIO HS-6-1EF stopwatch to the nearest 0.001 s. The selection of this trial was due to the fact that in various rescue organisations around the world, it is the most popular test used in the verification procedures of rescuers for rescue steps. The test was conducted in accordance with ILS (International Life Saving Federation) standards. Immediately after the specialist rescue test was performed, the participant began the spirometry test in conditions of fatigue. During spirometric tests, the subjects were motivated to maximise their efforts [9, 11, 17]. Respiratory muscle fatigue was measured by evaluating the differences between the MIP values obtained in the resting and fatigue measurements.

Spirometric tests were performed according to the procedures recommended by the authors Romer, McConnell, and Jones [4], using diagnostic spirometry [16]. The degree of fatigue depended on the effort performed and training experience of the participants.

The second part of the study consisted of the two tests carried out on the Ambu Defib Trainer Wireless phantom:

- **Test 3** - 5-minute CPR in resting conditions, performed using the mouth-to-mouth ventilation method according to the 2015 ERC Guidelines for Resuscitation.
• Test 4 - 5-minute CPR in conditions of fatigue, performed immediately after a simulated water rescue. Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) was performed in accordance with the current guidelines for resuscitation [18].

The simulated rescue operation took place in a specially designated body of water in a lake, marked with a rescue operation field by lane lines and buoys. The subjects’ task was to correctly perform the following elements of the rescue operation:
- cover a distance of 50 m by running to the water edge,
- throw a rescuing line onto a 2.5-m wide track at a distance of not less than 10 m.

Failure to complete this task occurred after three failed attempts, which resulted in:
- the necessity to swim an additional penalty distance of 20 m,
- jumping into the water from a stable shore with a rescue belt or a self-swimming buoy and swimming a distance of 40 m (of which 25 m - freestyle, 15 m - by rescue method),
- swimming a distance of 10 m under the waterline and picking up the dummy,
- towing the dummy over a distance of 20 m by any means and taking it out of the water; after removing the manikin from the water, the subject immediately proceeded to perform 5-minute CPR under conditions of fatigue.

The dummy used for the tests was qualified equipment, used in international water rescue competitions, certified by the International Life Saving Federation.

Before both tests were carried out, rescuers were trained in the algorithm of dealing with a rescued person and immediate feedback, which was supervised by a certified Advanced Life Support instructor. During the tests, the subjects did not receive any feedback.

The effectiveness of the simulated water rescue was assessed both quantitatively and qualitatively.

Based on the results of the rescue operation in water, a point index of the effectiveness of this operation was created. This index was calculated as follows:
- 1 point was awarded for each well-performed element of the rescue operation,
- while for a badly performed element or its lack, 0 points were awarded.

The sum of points obtained by each of the participants allowed to design a rank in terms of the effectiveness of water rescue operations was created. The percentage index was calculated as proposed by Kucia, Dybińska, Białkowski, Pałka [15]:
- the number of obtained points was divided by the duration of the rescue action in seconds; the result obtained was multiplied by 100.

Data collection

As a result of the questionnaire, the necessary information was collected on the subjects: age, body height, body mass, BMI, time of the last KPP training, dates of obtaining rescue licenses.

The following data on respiratory system parameters were collected in spirometric tests both in conditions of rest and fatigue:
- forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV1) - the air volume expelled during the first second of forced exhalation,
- forced expiratory volume in the third second (FEV3) - the air volume expelled during the third second of forced exhalation,
- FEV0 - percentage of vital capacity VC (FEV75/VC),
- maximal expiratory flow for 25% residual FVC (FEF25),
- maximal expiratory flow for 50% residual FVC (FEF50),
- maximal expiratory flow for 75% residual FVC (FEF75),
- forced vital capacity (FVC) - the largest volume of air expelled during maximal expiratory effort,
- percentage of forced expiratory volume during the sixth second (FEV0.75 / FEV6),
- time of forced exhalation between 25-75% capacity (MET),
- duration of forced exhalation (FET),
- peak expiratory flow (PEF) - recorded during the maximal forced exhalation test - the highest flow obtained during the forced exhalation starting immediately after the deepest inhalation,
- maximal voluntary ventilation (MVV) - total maximal ventilation measured during 12 s and converted into ventilation per minute.

The 5-minute CPR included the following data:
- ventilation per minute - VmV,
- initial ventilation - IV,
- ventilation rate - VR,
- ventilation volume - VV.

Specialised rescue tasks performed by the subjects allowed to estimate the intensity of efforts in the water for the following distances:
- 50-m rescue method <50" - supramaximal effort intensity - V1,
- 75-m rescue action in water <3; 30" - maximal effort intensity - V2,
- 100-m freestyle <1:40" - submaximal effort intensity - V3,
- 400-m freestyle <8" - average effort intensity - V4,
600-m rescue run <14' - low effort intensity - V5. Statistical analyses concerning the concept of research quality were very difficult to perform and it was even more difficult to interpret the obtained results. A large number of variables in terms of the research group in tabular form of data was cumbersome in interpretation and it was impossible to read the structure of the analysed variables. Therefore, as a result of the activities undertaken in the work, it was decided to perform analyses using the Pareto-Lorenz diagram. Currently, the general 80/20 rule indicates that about 20% of the elements represent about 80% of the cumulative value [19]. As reported by Kowalk (2018) [20], the use of Pareto analysis allows for taking corrective and preventive actions for a narrow group of identified causes, which will translate, to the greatest extent, into the elimination of errors and improvement of quality level. This means that this analysis allows for indication of the directions of activities (on a small scale and without incurring additional large costs) that will affect the most important issues and thus, contribute to obtaining maximum effects (by influencing the most frequently recurring problems).

The Pareto-Lorenz diagram, built on the basis of Pareto principle analysis, is a bar and line graph that graphically presents the frequency of occurrence of the causes related to a given problem (within bars) and their cumulative value (within the Lorenz curve) in a decreasing manner. It allows to skilfully focus resources on the elimination of one cause, in order to avoid dispersing resources to all at once. Pareto analysis is often used as a traditional quality tool to raise quality and improve various processes [20, 21, 22].

All statistical calculations of the obtained test results were performed using Statistica 7.0 software.

Results

First, the characteristics of the subjects were determined in terms of age, body height and mass, as well as the time of obtaining rescue licenses and duration passed since the last qualified first aid training.

The oldest group comprised professional soldiers of the GROM combat unit, and the youngest were officers of the Central Counter-Terrorism Sub-Unit (BOA), who, at the same time, made up the group of the heaviest and

Table 1. Characteristics of the study group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>RW</th>
<th>WOPR</th>
<th>GROM</th>
<th>BOA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age [years]</td>
<td>29.4±1.12</td>
<td>31.2±4.15</td>
<td>26.9±2.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body height [cm]</td>
<td>182.86±7.86</td>
<td>184.59±6.60</td>
<td>187.85±7.33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass [kg]</td>
<td>81.14±6.99</td>
<td>83.76±6.71</td>
<td>86.62±5.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI [kg/m2]</td>
<td>24.29±1.75</td>
<td>24.65±2.46</td>
<td>24.63±2.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of last CPR class [in months]</td>
<td>14.2±2.3</td>
<td>10.7±3.2</td>
<td>9.4±1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time from obtaining rescue qualifications [in months]</td>
<td>22.6±4.6</td>
<td>40.8±3.5</td>
<td>31.7±3.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Pareto chart for the dependent variable of the rescue action rate versus spirometry parameters.
tallest participants. The BMI values in all groups turned out to be relatively normal and were within the normal range of 18.5-24.99. Out of the three examined groups, WOPR rescuers had the longest time lapse since the last KPP training, but they belonged to the group that obtained rescue rights the latest. The first and the longest-acquired qualifications in the field of rescue belonged to the professional soldiers of the GROM combat unit.

Consequently, using the Pareto-Lorenz method, the structure of direct spirometric and circulatory-respiratory parameters were analysed, which may have had impact on the point and percentage rate of the rescue operation effectiveness. A list of all identified parameters with the number of occurrences is presented in Figures 2 and 3.

The percentage share of parameters in first place at the significance level of 0.5 was 6.73% (Fig. 2). These data indicate that the quantitative index of the effectiveness of a rescue operation can be improved in terms of parameters such as:
- ventilation per minute (VmV) constituting 2.62%,
- forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV1) equal to 2.82%,
- maximal expiratory flow for 75% of residual FVC (FEV0.75) constituting 1.29%,
- forced expiratory volume in the third second (FEV3) equal to 0.93%.

The percentage share of parameters to be improved at the significance level of 0.5 was 5.53% (Fig. 3). These data show how much it is possible to improve the quan-
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The main aim of the study was an attempt to determine spirometric indices identifying the level of respiratory muscle fatigue that may have potential impact on the effectiveness and quality of water rescue operations. In the study, the identification of CPR parameters in accordance with the requirements of 2015 ERC Guidelines for Resuscitation was also assumed. These parameters deteriorate due to fatigue caused by the rescue action.

Spirometry is a method of assessing the functional state of the human respiratory system and, at the same time, it is the most frequently used functional test, which consists in measuring and recording the capacity and volume of the lungs. Few studies have been devoted to non-invasive measurements of respiratory muscle function in the literature. McConnell and Copestake [23] emphasize that the research staff performing testing (experience, correctness of procedures performance) and the motivation of the research participant to perform the maximum possible effort at a given moment in terms of research activities, have huge impact on the measurements.

The quantitative index of rescue operation effectiveness can be improved in terms of spirometric parameters such as: forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV1), maximal expiratory flow for 75% residual FVC (FEV0.75), and respiratory parameters such as ventilation per minute (VmV). The overall percentage improvement for this index was 6.73%.

The qualitative index of the rescue action effectiveness can be improved in terms of spirometric parameters such as forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV1), maximal expiratory flow for 75% residual FVC (FEV0.75) and respiratory parameters such as ventilation per minute (VmV). The overall percentage improvement for this index was 5.53%.

The obtained results of the analyses allow to conclude that with supramaximal effort V1, the differentiation of swimming speed among the subjects was small and ranged from 1.00-1.20 m/s. This may indicate that the subject approached this rescue test subliminally, wanting only to meet the time limit of 50 s, but not to develop the highest swimming speed for this sprinting distance. In literature on the subject, it is shown that a world-class swimmer reaches a speed of over 2 m/s for sprinting distances [24, 25].

During the maximal effort V2, one of the greatest speed differences within the research group occurred and it ranged from 1.0 to 1.9 m/s. This indicates that the subjects achieved various maximal speeds depending on the skills in the area of rescue operations and fitness capabilities of individual people. It can be assumed that this is a result of the body’s decreased resistance to fatigue [23].

Subsequently, it can be noticed that in the study group, with supramaximal effort V3, the differentiation of speed was small and ranged from 0.8-1.3 m/s. This may further indicate that the subjects approached this test subliminally, assuming only to meet the time limit, which was defined as 1 min 40 s. They did not develop maximum swimming speeds for this distance. On the other hand, this may be a result of a decrease in the ability to exercise in an aquatic environment due to fatigue [26].

During exercise of medium intensity V4, the greatest variation in speed was noted in the results within the research group and ranged from 1.15 - 1.45 m/s. The reason for such variation may be the different approach of the subjects as to the distribution of forces when passing this rescue test. The distance had to be covered with an average speed within the time limit of 8 minutes, which was related to time pressure.

In the study group, during exercise with low V4 intensity, there was slight variation in speed which ranged...
from 1.12 - 1.35 m/s. This may have resulted from the large time limit for completing the task (14 minutes) and, it seems, from the use of flippers for the 300-m distance.

The obtained results of the research concerning the efforts of moderate and low intensity may indicate that the energy cost increases for distances above 400 m. This is related to the higher oxygen demand of muscles [27].

It also seems that the practical objective was achieved in the presented research, as it consisted in the identification of spirometric and CPR indices, the improvement of which may affect the quality and effectiveness of the rescue operation.

According to Zysiak-Christ [28], the level of CPR effectiveness performed by the rescuer or by the witness of the event is of key importance for the victim in cardiac arrest. This applies to both operating in civil conditions and tactical activities.

In the present study, it is shown that both GROM soldiers, BOA policemen and WOPR rescuers performing activities in conditions of fatigue are able to successfully carry out a rescue operation in water and effectively perform cardiopulmonary resuscitation, even if these activities are performed after tasks that significantly increase fatigue.

According to the available literature on the subject, the conducted research is the first observation made in the field of classifying factors that may have potential impact on the quality and effectiveness of water rescue operations.

The obtained positive results of previous studies carried out by the authors of this study [15] indicated that it is worth continuing them with the participation of an increased number of subjects and extending the area of the variables taken into account. These were pilot studies conducted under controlled conditions in a swimming pool. The research results of the present work were carried out in realistic conditions, as close to those natural as possible - in a lake. In the used and designed tests, the authors wanted to simulate the worst-case scenario that a rescuer may encounter in civil or military conditions.

It seems that the need to carry out a safe and effective rescue operation, and then to perform effective cardiopulmonary resuscitation in conditions of fatigue, is of key importance for a person requiring help following cardiac arrest.

Highlighting the significance of the activities performed by various groups of uniformed services prepared for this purpose, as well as to improve the quality of rescue training, the results of research in this area may have positive impact on the effectiveness and quality of saving lives of people at risk of drowning. In the research conducted by other authors in this field, the importance of individual factors, such as training, awareness, technique, fatigue, is emphasized as key elements affecting both the quality and effectiveness of the rescue operation [29].

It is also indicated by other researchers [30] that the introduction of obstacles to a simulated rescue operation in the form of an additional underwater task increases the effectiveness of the entire operation and can be used as a tool to assess and verify the effectiveness of rescue operations.

**Conclusions**

The conducted research allowed for the selection of spirometric indices, identifying the level of respiratory muscle fatigue, as well as resuscitation parameters that may have potential impact on the effectiveness and quality of a rescue operation.

1. The spirometric and respiratory parameters that can be used to improve the quantitative index of rescue operation parameters are:
   - forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV1),
   - maximal expiratory flow for 75% residual FVC (FEVO.75),
   - ventilation per minute (VmV).

2. The following spirometric and respiratory parameters may have potential impact on the qualitative index of rescue action effectiveness:
   - forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV1),
   - maximal expiratory flow for 75% residual FVC (FEVO.75),
   - and respiratory, such as ventilation per minute (VmV).

3. It seems that the accumulation of fatigue caused by rescue actions, in conditions of stress overload of the respiratory muscles, reduces the quality of ventilation procedures performed during cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

The group of the most important spirometric parameters identifying the level of respiratory muscle fatigue includes: VmV, FEV, FVC, PEF, FEVO FEV3, which accounts for as much as 12.26% of all parameters taken into account, and their improvement may be associated with better performance and execution of a rescue operation, both in terms of quality and quantity.

**Applicative conclusions**

In order to obtain a more complete image of the presented issue and to indicate directions of corrective or preventive actions in rescue operations, this type of research should be continued on a larger number of participants, in more extreme weather conditions and different waters (seas, lakes, rivers). This research may also inspire further considerations regarding the identification of factors causing fatigue among rescuers and affecting the effectiveness and quality of rescue operations.
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